Girl Knew York Commissions
Girl Knew York will now be taking on pieces for commissions. Please see below for the
type of pieces and guidelines for our process. After initial consultations, Mira Mariah will
have final say in all of work, as these must be her artistic voice and vision to be a true
Girl Knew York piece. All commissions will be finished within a three month window,
shorter timelines may be accommodated upon request with a fee for expediting.

Notes on Subject Matter:

Mira will not take commissions on the following
subjects:
Portraits of real people (celebrities, family,
friends)
Memorial pieces
Specific Florals
Subjects that interest Mira:
Botanicals
Catholic and religious themes
The human form
Traditional tattoo imagery (skulls, fire, etc)
Classical Literature
Classical Art

Tattooed Statues:

Statues of any size are available for commission. To inspire and guide the piece,
you will write a paragraph (poem works too) about who this statue is, what is
their story? Love? Mission? Talent? Mira will source the statue and provide up to
three options of base statue to choose from before beginning the piece. If you
have previously sourced a statue, it is at Mira’s discretion to decide if the piece
is suited to her work.
Price minimum for statues starts at $1,000

Ink On Paper:

All ink on paper commissions will begin with a conversation with Mira to discuss
subject matter, colors, size and inspiration. Mira will also bring up any subject
matter that piques her interest and could add to the piece. The size minimum for
ink on paper is 24”x18”.
Price minimum for Ink on paper is $750

Etched Mirrors

All mirrored works will begin with a conversation with Mira to discuss size, subject
matter, and style of mirror. Girl Knew York will source all mirrors, or if you have one
you’ve sourced yourself, it is at Mira’s discretion to decide if she will work on it. She is
interested in etching into mirrors of all sizes.
All commissioned mirror work has a price minimum of $1,000.
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